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Individual and geocoded data matter
It is a pleasure for me to write
University.

Ms Danilina arrived at the Aix‐M

Claim of the presentation:

programme. This programme is

whom we are very confident that

grants. We, my colleagues at AM

Access to individual and geocoded data sets have much increasedallresearch
disappointed. She ranked first
As regards the course I taught he
possibilities.

Now her PhD goes very smoothly

honours. She also managed to be
Individual data: Information for each firm, worker, household, housing
profile. Importantly she was a le
transaction,...
University before joining the Aix‐

maturity that PhD students usua

with her fellow PhD students and
Geocoded data: Exact longitude and latitude, not only a spatial classification.
She would benefit a lot from a

intersection of international trad

and they could provide her with

journals. I am pretty sure that ne

spent a term at Cambridge will f
integration and cooperation.

For all these reasons, I am convi

Ms Danilina, for sure for her b

externalities. Therefore I strongly
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Individual and geocoded data matter
Main purpose of urban economics: To evaluate the role and impact of cities.
It is a pleasure for me to write

Cities generate

University.

Ms Danilina arrived at the Aix‐M

Urban costs: Higher housing and land prices, congestion in local public
goods
programme. This
programme is
whom we are very confident that
(transport,...), criminality, labour cost,...
grants. We, my colleagues at AM

Urban gains: Productivity, income, technology, urban amenities,...all disappointed. She ranked first

As regards the course I taught he

Now her PhD goes very smoothly

Study of the city size impact:

honours. She also managed to be

By how much urban gains increase with city size?
By how much urban costs increase with city size?
⇒ Are cities too small or too large?

profile. Importantly she was a le

University before joining the Aix‐

maturity that PhD students usua

with her fellow PhD students and
She would benefit a lot from a

intersection of international trad

and they could provide her with

Answers to all these questions can be inaccurate if a proper methodology,
journals. I am pretty sure that ne
spent a term at Cambridge will f
and, before anything, proper data, is not used.
integration and cooperation.

For all these reasons, I am convi

Access to individual and geocoded data much increases research possibilities.
Ms Danilina, for sure for her b

externalities. Therefore I strongly
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Measuring spatial concentration
It is a pleasure for me to write

Preliminary question: What is the degree of spatial concentration,University.
ie do
Ms Danilina arrived at the Aix‐M
economic activities largely or only partly concentrate over space? programme. This programme is

whom we are very confident that
Are economic activities more concentrated spatially in the US or in
Europe?

grants. We, my colleagues at AM

all disappointed. She ranked first
Is employment in electronics more or less concentrated in space than
As regards the course I taught he
employment in chemical industries?
Now her PhD goes very smoothly

Is employment more or less concentrated than income?

honours. She also managed to be

profile. Importantly she was a le

University before joining the Aix‐

maturity that PhD students usua
Possible to simply watch maps of corresponding economic variables
but in
with her fellow PhD students and
general comparing concentration by simple visual inspection is difficult.
She would benefit a lot from a

intersection of international trad

Let us first recall some specificities of spatial data.

and they could provide her with

journals. I am pretty sure that ne

spent a term at Cambridge will f
integration and cooperation.

For all these reasons, I am convi

Ms Danilina, for sure for her b

externalities. Therefore I strongly
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Spatial data
It is a pleasure for me to write
University.

Ms Danilina arrived in
at the Aix‐M
Formerly, one needed to start with a spatial classification for all locations
programme. This programme is
a given area (a country or a continent for instance).
whom we are very confident that

grants. We, my colleagues at AM

disappointed. She ranked first
For example, INSEE, the French National Institute for Statistics, Asalldesigned
a
regards the course I taught he
spatial classification named “employment areas”.
Now her PhD goes very smoothly

honours. She also managed to be

The purpose was to capture the notion of “local labour markets”.profile. Importantly she was a le

University before joining the Aix‐

Based on daily commuting patterns such that maximising the number
of
maturity that PhD students usua
with her fellow PhD students and
people living and working in the same employment area.
She would benefit a lot from a

Named “Travel to Work Area” (TTWA) in some other countries. intersection of international trad

and they could provide her with

journals. I am pretty sure that ne

spent a term at Cambridge will f
integration and cooperation.

For all these reasons, I am convi

Ms Danilina, for sure for her b

externalities. Therefore I strongly
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French employment areas
This gives the following boundaries where ultimately around 80% of
a pleasure for me to write
employees do work in the same employment area as the one whereIt is they
live.
University.

Ms Danilina arrived at the Aix‐M
programme. This programme is

whom we are very confident that

grants. We, my colleagues at AM

all disappointed. She ranked first

As regards the course I taught he

Now her PhD goes very smoothly

honours. She also managed to be

profile. Importantly she was a le

University before joining the Aix‐

maturity that PhD students usua

with her fellow PhD students and
She would benefit a lot from a

intersection of international trad

and they could provide her with

journals. I am pretty sure that ne

spent a term at Cambridge will f

Employment density across French employment areas in 2007

integration and cooperation.

For all these reasons, I am convi

Ms Danilina, for sure for her b

externalities. Therefore I strongly
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The MAUP
But choosing a specific spatial classification is not innocuous and may affect
It is a pleasure for me to write
the measure of the economic phenomenon under study.
University.
This issue is called the Modifiable Areal Unit Problem (MAUP):

Ms Danilina arrived at the Aix‐M
programme. This programme is

whom we are very confident that

grants. We, my colleagues at AM

all disappointed. She ranked first

As regards the course I taught he

Now her PhD goes very smoothly

honours. She also managed to be

profile. Importantly she was a le

University before joining the Aix‐

maturity that PhD students usua

with her fellow PhD students and
She would benefit a lot from a

intersection of international trad

and they could provide her with

journals. I am pretty sure that ne

The size and shape sources of MAUP.
[Source: Briant, Combes, and Lafourcade, 2010]

spent a term at Cambridge will f
integration and cooperation.

For all these reasons, I am convi

Ms Danilina, for sure for her b

externalities. Therefore I strongly
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The MAUP

Econometric tools can reduce statistical biases due to the MAUP It is a pleasure for me to write
University.
[Briant et al., 2010].
Ms Danilina arrived at the Aix‐M
programme. This programme is

This is because MAUP corresponds to a measurement error problem,
whom we to
are very confident that
grants. We, my colleagues at AM
which econometrics methods can be robust.
all disappointed. She ranked first

As regards the course I taught he

(as long as the model is correctly specified and errors are randomly
Now her PhD goes very smoothly
honours. She also managed to be
distributed over locations)

profile. Importantly she was a le

University before joining the Aix‐

In general, better to choose a relevant spatial classification

maturity that PhD students usua

with her fellow PhD students and

(TTWAs if one works on local labour markets for instance) ...

She would benefit a lot from a

intersection of international trad

and they could provide her with
... to the extent that is does not generate the phenomenon one studies,
see
journals. I am pretty sure that ne
spent a term at Cambridge will f
the MAUP example above...
integration and cooperation.

For all these reasons, I am convi

Ms Danilina, for sure for her b

externalities. Therefore I strongly
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Standard spatial concentration indexes

Once a spatial classification is chosen, standard spatial concentration index
It is a pleasure for me to write
are based on the level of activity (employment or production for instance)
of
University.
s
x
industry s in area c, xcs , relatively to its national level, x s : λsc = xMscs .Danilina arrived at the Aix‐M
programme. This programme is

whom we are very confident that
Many examples adapted from inequality measures between individuals:
grants. We, my colleagues at AM

Isard index: I s =

PC

|λsc − λc | ∈ [1/λmin , 1].
 s 2
P
λ
∈ [1/C , 1].
Herfindhal index: H s = C1 Cc=1 λc λcc
hP
 s α
i
λc
C
α-Entropy index: E s (α) = α21−α
−1 .
c=1 λc
λc
1
2

c=1

all disappointed. She ranked first

As regards the course I taught he

Now her PhD goes very smoothly

honours. She also managed to be

profile. Importantly she was a le

University before joining the Aix‐

maturity that PhD students usua

with her fellow PhD students and

Gini index: G s = 1 −

PC

n=1



λc(n) − λc(n−1)




λsc(n) + λsc(n−1) ,

once regions have been reordered according to

λsc
λc

She would benefit a lot from a

intersection of international trad

.

and they could provide her with

journals. I am pretty sure that ne

spent a term at Cambridge will f

Beyond the MAUP, they do not consider the distance between units.
integration and cooperation.
Invariant up to a permutation of units!

For all these reasons, I am convi

Ms Danilina, for sure for her b

externalities. Therefore I strongly
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Continuous spatial concentration measures
It is a pleasure for me to write
University.

Ms Danilina arrived at the Aix‐M
programme. This programme is

Geocoded data allows us to fully abstract from any spatial classification.
whom we are very confident that
grants. We, my colleagues at AM
Much more powerful.
all disappointed. She ranked first
Proposed by Duranton and Overman [2005].

As regards the course I taught he

Now her PhD goes very smoothly

honours. She also managed to be

profile. Importantly she was a le
Their approach is based on the exact location of plants and the distance
University before joining the Aix‐
maturity that PhD students usua
between these plants.

with her fellow PhD students and
She would benefit a lot from a

intersection of international trad

and they could provide her with

journals. I am pretty sure that ne

spent a term at Cambridge will f
integration and cooperation.

For all these reasons, I am convi

Ms Danilina, for sure for her b

externalities. Therefore I strongly
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The Duranton-Overman continuous approach: Data
It is a pleasure for me to write
University.

Ms Danilina arrived at the Aix‐M
programme. This programme is

whom we are very confident that

grants. We, my colleagues at AM

all disappointed. She ranked first

As regards the course I taught he

Now her PhD goes very smoothly

honours. She also managed to be

profile. Importantly she was a le

University before joining the Aix‐

maturity that PhD students usua

with her fellow PhD students and

(a) Basic Pharmaceuticals
(SIC2441)

(b) Pharmaceutical Preparations
(SIC2442)

She would benefit a lot from a

intersection of international trad

and they could provide her with

journals. I am pretty sure that ne

spent a term at Cambridge will f
Maps of the distribution of firms in two industries in the United Kingdom
integration and cooperation.

[Source: Duranton and Overman, 2005]

For all these reasons, I am convi

Ms Danilina, for sure for her b

externalities. Therefore I strongly
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(a) Basic Pharmaceuticals
(b) Pharmaceutical Preparations
The Duranton-Overman
continuous approach:
Data
( 2441)
( 2442)
SIC

SIC

It is a pleasure for me to write
University.

Ms Danilina arrived at the Aix‐M
programme. This programme is

whom we are very confident that

grants. We, my colleagues at AM

all disappointed. She ranked first

As regards the course I taught he

Now her PhD goes very smoothly

honours. She also managed to be

profile. Importantly she was a le

University before joining the Aix‐

maturity that PhD students usua

with her fellow PhD students and
She would benefit a lot from a

(c) Other Agricultural and Forestry
Machinery (SIC2932)

(d) Machinery for Textile, Apparel and
Leather Production (SIC2954)

intersection of international trad

and they could provide her with

journals. I am pretty sure that ne

Figure 1. Maps of four illustrative industries

spent a term at Cambridge will f
Maps of the distribution of firms in two6 industries in the United Kingdom
integration and cooperation.

[Source: Duranton and Overman, 2005]
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Examples of distance distribution
272

10. Measuring Spatial Concentration
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Figure 10.4. Densities and conﬁdence intervals for four industries in the
United Kingdom: (a) basic pharmaceuticals; (b) pharmaceutical preparations;
(c) other agricultural and forestry; (d) machinery for textile, apparel, and leather
production. (Source: Duranton and Overman (2005).)

number against
distance, one
a simple frequency
graph
of
Densities andthis
confidence
intervals
for obtains
four industries
in the
United
Kingdom
the distance between plants. The highest peaks correspond to the distance that[Source:
most oftenDuranton
separates any
two Overman,
plants. Let us 2005]
assume that two
and
peaks are present for a given sector, one at 30 km and the other at
Pierre-Philippe
Combes
Individual andofgeocoded
matter in urban economics
110 km.
This means that the spatial distribution
plants data
is charac-
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The Duranton-Overman continuous approach
The difficulty consists in evaluating when the distance observed is larger
It is a pleasure for me to write
than what would arise under random location choices of firms. University.

Ms Danilina arrived at the Aix‐M

Bootstrap approach:

programme. This programme is

whom we are very confident that

grants. We, my colleagues at AM

The same number of plants as there are in the industry are randomly
assigned
all disappointed. She ranked first
As regards the course I taught he
to one of the possible locations (ie one occupied by at least one plant).
Then distances separating these plants are computed.

Now her PhD goes very smoothly

honours. She also managed to be

profile. Importantly she was a le

This is repeated 1000 times, which allows computing for each distance
a joining the Aix‐
University before
maturity that PhD students usua
mean value and a confidence interval around this mean.

with her fellow PhD students and

She wouldthat
benefit a lot from a
When the observed distance is out this confidence interval, this mean
intersection of international trad
extra- or under- concentration is observed at this distance.
and they could provide her with

journals. I am pretty sure that ne

spent a term at Cambridge will f
⇒ Distance between locations is taken into account (and is the key element
of
integration and cooperation.
the measure), no MAUP anymore: Big improvement by using geocoded
data.
For all these reasons, I am convi

Ms Danilina, for sure for her b

externalities. Therefore I strongly
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City size and productivity/income
It is a pleasure for me to write
University.

Ms Danilina arrived at the Aix‐M

Urban economics emphasises the presence of gains from spatial
concentration and cities:

programme. This programme is

whom we are very confident that

grants. We, my colleagues at AM

all disappointed. She ranked first

Quantity and quality of matches between employers and employees,
As regards the course I taught he
Lower unit costs due to increasing returns to scale,

Now her PhD goes very smoothly

Knowledge creation and diffusion through local spillovers.

profile. Importantly she was a le

honours. She also managed to be

University before joining the Aix‐

maturity that PhD students usua

her fellow
PhD students and
⇒ As a result, productivity, and then nominal income, increases withwithcity
size.
She would benefit a lot from a

intersection of international trad

and they could provide her with

journals. I am pretty sure that ne

spent a term at Cambridge will f
integration and cooperation.

For all these reasons, I am convi

Ms Danilina, for sure for her b

externalities. Therefore I strongly
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The French case
Typical average local wage pattern for French employment areas:
It is a pleasure for me to write
300

University.

280

Ms Danilina arrived at the Aix‐M
programme. This programme is

260

whom we are very confident that

240

grants. We, my colleagues at AM
220

all disappointed. She ranked first

200

As regards the course I taught he

180

Now her PhD goes very smoothly

honours. She also managed to be
160

profile. Importantly she was a le
140

University before joining the Aix‐

maturity that PhD students usua

120

with her fellow PhD students and
100
1976

1977

1978

1979

1980

1981

1982

1983

1984

1985

1986

1987

1988

1989

1990

1991

1992

1993

1994

1995

1996

PARIS-(7,13)

NANTERRE-(4,26)

BOULOGNE-BILLANCOURT-(1,98)

LYON-(3,55)

TOULOUSE-(1,82)

MARSEILLE-AUBAGNE-(1,59)

PERPIGNAN-(0,47)

LENS-HENIN-(0,43)

BAYONNE-PYRENEES-(0,39)

MONTMORILLON-(0,06)

NORD-EST-DE-LA-DORDOGNE-(0,05)

LA-CHATRE-(0,03)

1997

1998

She would benefit a lot from a

intersection of international trad

and they could provide her with

journals. I am pretty sure that ne

spent a term at Cambridge will f
Average nominal wages (detrended) in various French employment areas
integration and cooperation.

[Source: Combes, Mayer, and Thisse, 2008b]
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The French case
It is a pleasure for me to write
University.

Ms Danilina arrived at the Aix‐M
Conclusions: Wages differences across local employment areas are:programme.
This programme is

whom we are very confident that

Large,

grants. We, my colleagues at AM

all disappointed. She ranked first

Persistent,

As regards the course I taught he

Positively correlated with the area size.

Now her PhD goes very smoothly

honours. She also managed to be

profile. Importantly she was a le

University before joining the Aix‐
This is also found more systematically (ie on average for all employment
maturity that PhD students usua
areas in France) but also in many other contexts (over time, for other
with her fellow PhD students and
She would benefit a lot from a
countries, etc).

intersection of international trad

and they could provide her with

journals. I am pretty sure that ne

spent a term at Cambridge will f
integration and cooperation.

For all these reasons, I am convi

Ms Danilina, for sure for her b

externalities. Therefore I strongly
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The French case
For instance, still for France, we have:

Figure 1. Productivity and employment density in France

It is a pleasure for me to write

ln TFP

ln wages

0.3

University.

0.3

Ms Danilina arrived at the Aix‐M
0.2

0.2

0.1

0.1

grants. We, my colleagues at AM

0

0

As regards the course I taught he

‐0.1

‐0.1

programme. This programme is

whom we are very confident that

all disappointed. She ranked first

Now her PhD goes very smoothly

honours. She also managed to be
ln density

profile. Importantly she was a le

ln density
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(a) Wages and employment density
(306 employment areas, 1976-1996 average)
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(b) TFP (Olley-Pakes) and employment density
(306 employment areas, 1994-2002 average)

Source: DADS, BRN, RSI, SIREN and authors’ calculations. All variables are centred around their mean. The
R-squared is 56% in panel (a) and 61% in panel (b). See the rest of the paper for the details of the
calculations.

Wages and productivity against employment density
[Source: Combes, Duranton, Gobillon, and Roux, 2010]

1. Introduction

7

University before joining the Aix‐

maturity that PhD students usua

with her fellow PhD students and
She would benefit a lot from a

intersection of international trad

and they could provide her with

journals. I am pretty sure that ne

spent a term at Cambridge will f

integration and cooperation.
⇒ Clear positive
between
and This
employment
density
Productivitycorrelation
and wages are higher
in largerproductivity
cities and denser areas.
fact was first
For all these reasons, I am convi
noted by Adam Smith (1776) and Alfred Marshall (1890) and has been confirmed by the
(number of employees per square meter).
Ms Danilina, for sure for her b

modern empirical literature on this topic (see Rosenthal and Strange, 2004 for a review).
externalities. Therefore I strongly
Typically,
a doubling
of employment density is associated
with
4 to 8% increase
in local
Pierre-Philippe
Combes
Individual
andageocoded
data matter
in urban economics
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The productivity elasticity to density
It is a pleasure for me to write
University.

Ms Danilina arrived at the Aix‐M
programme. This programme is

whom we are very confident that

grants. We, my colleagues at AM
Big issue: The positive correlation can simply result from a pure composition
all disappointed. She ranked first
effect, that more skilled workers locate more in larger cities.
As regards the course I taught he

Now her PhD goes very smoothly

⇒ Increasing city size would not increase income per capita a of given
worker.
honours.
She also managed to be

profile. Importantly she was a le

⇒ Impact of city size on income needs to be assessed for given skill University
level.before joining the Aix‐
maturity that PhD students usua

with her fellow PhD students and
She would benefit a lot from a

intersection of international trad

and they could provide her with

journals. I am pretty sure that ne

spent a term at Cambridge will f
integration and cooperation.

For all these reasons, I am convi

Ms Danilina, for sure for her b

externalities. Therefore I strongly
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The productivity elasticity to density
Literature was used to estimate on aggregate data:
It is a pleasure for me to write

ln Wr = a + β ln Densityr + γHighSkilledr + εr ,
where

University.

Ms Danilina arrived at the Aix‐M
programme. This programme is

Wr : Regional average nominal wage,

whom we are very confident that

Densityr : Regional employment density,
HighSkilledr : Regional share of High Skilled workers,
εr : Random local productivity component (error term).

grants. We, my colleagues at AM

all disappointed. She ranked first

As regards the course I taught he

Now her PhD goes very smoothly

honours. She also managed to be

profile. Importantly she was a le

University before joining the Aix‐
β is the “elasticity” of wages (productivity) with respect to density.
maturity that PhD students usua

When density is 1% larger, productivity is β% larger.

with her fellow PhD students and
She would benefit a lot from a

intersection of international trad

and they could provide her with

journals. I am pretty sure that ne

spent a term at Cambridge will f
integration and cooperation.
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Ms Danilina, for sure for her b

externalities. Therefore I strongly
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The productivity elasticity to density
Literature was used to estimate on aggregate data:
It is a pleasure for me to write

ln Wr = a + β ln Densityr + γHighSkilledr + εr ,
where

University.

Ms Danilina arrived at the Aix‐M
programme. This programme is

Wr : Regional average nominal wage,

whom we are very confident that

Densityr : Regional employment density,
HighSkilledr : Regional share of High Skilled workers,
εr : Random local productivity component (error term).

grants. We, my colleagues at AM

all disappointed. She ranked first

As regards the course I taught he

Now her PhD goes very smoothly

honours. She also managed to be

profile. Importantly she was a le

University before joining the Aix‐
β is the “elasticity” of wages (productivity) with respect to density.
maturity that PhD students usua

When density is 1% larger, productivity is β% larger.

with her fellow PhD students and
She would benefit a lot from a

international trad
Typical estimates for β obtained from aggregate data, in general intersection
basedofon
and they could provide her with
journals. I am pretty sure that ne
spatial classifications considering not so small units,
spent a term at Cambridge will f
were between 0.06 and 0.10.
integration and cooperation.

For all these reasons, I am convi

But this was controlling for aggregate skills at the regional level only.
Ms Danilina, for sure for her b

externalities. Therefore I strongly
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Using individual data and fine geography
Combes, Duranton, and Gobillon [2008a] propose to use individual panel
It is a pleasure for me to write
data to control for skills at the individual level.
University.

And to use a spatial classification corresponding to the scale where
Ms Danilina arrived at the Aix‐M
programme. This programme is
agglomeration mechanisms operate: Employment areas.
whom we are very confident that

grants. We, my colleagues at AM

French data set: Panel DADS (Déclarations Annuelles de Donnéesall disappointed.
Sociales)
She ranked first
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Wages differences net of skills effects
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1976

1977

1978

1979

1980

1981

1982

1983

1984

1985

1986

1987

1988

1989

1990

1991

1992

1993

1994

PARIS-(7,13)

NANTERRE-(4,26)

BOULOGNE-BILLANCOURT-(1,98)

LYON-(3,55)

TOULOUSE-(1,82)

MARSEILLE-AUBAGNE-(1,59)

PERPIGNAN-(0,47)

LENS-HENIN-(0,43)

BAYONNE-PYRENEES-(0,39)

MONTMORILLON-(0,06)

NORD-EST-DE-LA-DORDOGNE-(0,05)

LA-CHATRE-(0,03)

1995

1996

Average nominal wages net of individual effects (detrended)
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Implications of French estimates for a project as the Grand Paris
Do such a difference (from 0.06 to 0.02) in estimates matter? YES!
One of “Grand Paris” goals is to increase employment around Paris by much
improving and extending the transport network.
Typically, employment could increase by 500, 000 employees (an estimation
not discussed here).
What are the productivity gains expected from this increase?
There are two sources of gains:
Density increases in the employment areas of the Grand Paris.
All employees there experience an increase in productivity.
New employees come from less dense areas than the Grand Paris.
They become more productive also.
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Implications of French estimates for a project as the Grand Paris
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Implications of French estimates for a project as the Grand Paris
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Implications of French estimates for a project as the Grand Paris
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The costs of agglomeration
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Housing costs
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Determinants of housing costs
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Determinants of land prices
Share of the Variance explained for different combinations of the variables.
Group of variables
Parcel characacteristics
Municipality characteristics
City characteristics
Explained
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Parcel characteristics alone explain 47% of the variance.
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Determinants of land prices
Share of the Variance explained for different combinations of the variables.
Group of variables
Parcel characacteristics
Municipality characteristics
City characteristics
Explained
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Individual and geocoded data matter
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